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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Sanhedrin 73a) states that if one sees someone 
drowning in the river or someone being dragged away by a wild 
animal, one is obligated by lhgr os kg sng, tk to save him. The 
Rambam (jmur 1:14) and Shulchan Aruch (n”uj 426:1) both bring 
this Halacha with one small change – instead of “u,rrud vhj”  (a 
wild animal was dragging him away) they state: “uhkg vtc vhj” – 
a wild animal was advancing upon him. This change is based on 
and taken from the Toras Cohanim (Kedoshim 84). The GRA 
(n”uj 426:1) notes that although the Gemara uses u,rrud it did not 
intend such to be the exclusive case, as we see from the Gemara 
(Kidushin 8b) where a man rescued a woman who was being 
chased by a dog. The Gemara wonders if the benefit to her of 
being saved was sufficient to be the equivalent of ihaushe ;xf, 
allowing the man to betroth her with that benefit, or perhaps, 
since he was obligated to save her under lhgr os kg sng, tk 
anyway, it would not be sufficient. Although the Gemara 
concludes this question with a ueh,, it is clear that sng, tk also 
applies to an approaching threat (a chasing dog), not only to an 
actual danger in progress (u,rrud). The Minchas Yitzchok (6:169) 
explains that the GRA needed to bring proof from this Gemara in 
Kidushin rather than simply point to the Toras Cohanim’s use of 
uhkg vtc vhj.  The reason is based on how Rashi explains the 
difference between the first occurrence of itmv og vtc … kjru, 
and the second. The first time (29:6), the emphasis is on the Aleph 
of vtc, giving it a meaning of coming in a present tense. The 
second time (29:9), the emphasis is on the Beis of vtc, which 
denotes the past – she came. As such, one could not be certain 
that uhkg vtc vhj in the Toras Cohanim used vtc in the present 
tense; it could have meant exclusively the past, which speaks of a 
danger in progress, to match the Gemara. Therefore, the GRA 
used the Kidushin case as a clear proof that even a threat is also 
included in sng, tk.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
If one knows beforehand that he will be unable to daven a certain 
Tefilah or be Mashlim it afterwards, what can he do ?     

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When would one say a brocho only because he is sitting a certain way ?)    
The Mishna Berurah (213:4) explains that in the times of the 
Gemara, bread and wine, as important foods, were always eaten 
while reclining (vchxvc). If a number of people convened and sat  
this way, one person could say a brocho for everyone, as it was 
clear they were a group. However, if they did not recline but sat a 
different way, then each would have to say their own brocho.      

DIN'S CORNER:  
Although an Asmachta (if a certain thing happens, I will pay) is 
generally not effective to obligate one to pay in a commercial 
setting, it does obligate where the promise to pay is for the benefit 
of Tzedaka. However, if one’s promise involves both (i.e. if a 
certain thing happens I will pay X to my friend and Y to 
Tzedaka), neither promise is valid. (TaZ s”uh 258:6)    

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Bava Basra 80b) states that a beehive is deemed 
Halachically to be land, rather than movable property, as derived 
from the episode wherein Yehonasan dipped his staff in acs ,urgh  
“forests” of honey. The Gemara focuses on the word ,urgh to 
determine that just as one might transgress a Shabbos violation by 
detaching a branch from a forest tree, so too would one transgress 
by removing some honey from a beehive on Shabbos. The 
Shulchan Aruch (j"ut 210:2) states that one need not recite a 
brocho before tasting food (to see if it needs salt or spice). The 
Magen Avrohom cites the Rokeach who says that for this reason, 
Yehonasan was saved from death, after he violated his father’s 
vow that no one should eat bread that day until the Pelishtim were 
defeated, since Yehonasan merely tasted the honey, which did not 
qualify as eating bread. This opinion is attributed by the Midrash 
to Reish Lakish, while R’ Yochanan notes that Shaul’s vow only 
mentioned bread.  However, despite these explanations, we do see 
that the Urim V’Tumim indicated that someone had violated the 
vow, and Shaul determined that it was Yehonasan. The ‘tasting”  
excuse might have been insufficient, since some opinions require 
that after tasting, one should spit out the food, which Yehonasan 
had not done. The “only bread” excuse raises the question of how 
oaths are to be interpreted. The Gemara (Nedarim 49a) states that 
the words in an oath are to be understood based on the vernacular 
– how people speak, rather than on the way a word seems to be 
defined in the Torah. As such, what is the definition of ojk ?   
Rashi comments on the Posuk: ojk kftk uhjtk trehu that ojk is 
a general term for food – all food, and that Yaakov sat down to a 
feast of several foods with his friends in Lavan’s household, after 
finalizing his treaty with Lavan. But at the same time, people tend 
to use the word ojk to denote bread, and only bread, which would 
suggest that Yehonasan did not violate the oath by eating honey.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
When R’ Sender Deutsch arrived at the home of the Satmar Rebbe (R’ 
Yoel Teitelbaum), he found two men there, leaders of the Williamsburg 
community. As the Rebbe passed between rooms and saw R’ Sender, 
the Rebbe asked him if he was related to a certain widow, then living in 
Yerushalayim, who had sent the Rebbe a letter asking for some financial 
help. R’ Sender said that he wasn’t but soon discovered that the two 
men waiting there were in fact related to the widow in question. After 
wondering why the Rebbe was so concerned with this particular widow 
when he received hundreds of letters like this one, many more serious 
than this one, almost every day, R’ Sender soon found his answer. The 
Gemara (Nedarim 65b) discusses a man’s ability to release himself from 
a vow by saying: If I had known he was poor, I wouldn’t have vowed to 
deprive him of my assets. The Gemara asks why he is responsible to 
support him – the Gabbai Tzedaka should ! The Rosh adds, before the 
Gabbai come the pauper’s relatives. Thus, the Rebbe called in the 
widow’s relatives first, before adding her to his list as the “Gabbai”.  
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sternberg family. 


